Awakening Mystical Consciousness
The Words And Words

The word of God is the substance of life, and out of this Word comes the flesh of form: your body, your
business, your home, your profession, your ability, your customers, your clients, or your supply.
Beyond Words And Thoughts
Beyond The Pairs Of Opposites To Being

Every word of The Infinite Way message...is meant to drive us back into our consciousness to draw forth
the infinity of supply that is there...It is only in proportion as we think of yesterday’s supply as being
today’s supply that we sometimes run into lack; but as we learn to turn within for a fresh supply we draw
forth God’s grace in new forms bigger forms, richer forms...and we can have no idea what form God’s grace
is going to take. That, too, is our good fortune because that opens out the way for the new forms, the
greater forms, and the greater wisdoms that are to unfold from within our consciousness.
Lack comes because of the belief that supply is something tangible, and most of us are not only struggling
for it, but laying it up where moth and rust corrupt...Supply is omnipresent! When you recognize that, the
miracle takes place.
Lack comes because of the belief that supply is tangible.
Lack comes from the belief that somebody has supply.
Lack is the product of the belief that supply is mine, yours, his, or hers. That is where lack comes from:
the belief that somebody has supply.
You are of the household of God, and the qualities and the activities of God are yours. They are not yours
per se: they are yours by the grace of God, they are God’s qualities manifest as you...You cannot take
pride in your health. All you can do is to recognize that the grace of God is upon you. Health is the grace
of God; supply is the grace of God; purity is the grace of God.

The Tempter

We are called upon every day of our lives to bear witness to this revelation [of oneness] because whether
or not we may need any immediate supply, there are those who come to us in person, by cable, by
telephone, or through the mail, presenting to us the claim of lack and limitation. To them, we can have only
one answer: “The I that I am, thou art. Therefore, the fullness of the Godhead bodily which is the
fulfillment of my being is the fulfillment of thy being, since there is but one I, one infinite Being, regardless
of how many times It may be manifested on earth.”
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Do you realize that merely improving health or increasing the amount of supply is insignificant in
comparison with the goal of finding the mystery of that Life that is behind the appearance, behind what
you see, hear, taste, touch, and smell?
It is an impossibility for a spiritually enlightened person to do wrong. Why? Because there is nothing in all
this world worth having enough to commit a wrong to get. What is it that you could possibly want out in
the world when you have the kingdom of God within? You do not have to lie, cheat, steal, or defraud to
obtain supply because when you realize the nature of supply, it begins to flow. Pleasures?...if it takes
another person or if it takes six others to provide that pleasure, they will be provided. There is no need to
go out looking for them.
You were born into a material sense of life, and therefore, you have been sowing to the flesh all your human
life. In other words, you have put your entire hope, faith, and confidence in form or effect. You have been
brought up to believe that money is supply, and it is this teaching that really causes all the lack and
limitation on earth...Consciousness is supply; Spirit is supply; the Invisible is supply. Supply is That
over which you have no control, but That which can, when you permit It, control, govern, and fulfill you.
When you go far enough in the message of The Infinite Way, you will discover that I am supply, that I
within you embody and embrace the infinity of supply, not only for your own use, but that I can feed five
thousand, because I is God.

Mysticism Is A Rising Into Incorporeality

Just as a figure is an image externally, so is a word an image in thought, and anybody who is worshiping an
image in thought has made for himself an idol. To know God aright you must be unknowing, but to know
man aright you must be equally unknowing. To know supply aright you must be unknowing. You must
never deal with corporeality in your spiritual ministry.
“The earth is the Lord’s and the fulness thereof.” Therefore, although I, Joel, have nothing of my own, all
that the Father has is mine. So when I give [anything] away, it is still the Father’s: it has not changed
ownership. As long as I live in that consciousness, I can have infinity...I can give, I can share, and I can
impart without lessening anything of my own. You cannot accept this until you can believe in and
understand incorporeality...Supply is your consciousness...Once you have the sense that “the earth is the
Lord’s, and the fulness thereof,” and all that the Father has is yours, it becomes incorporeal. The moment
you understand that it is incorporeal, the more you give, and the more you have.
The fabric of life, which is consciousness and which is incorporeal, appears as incorporeal form. When you
know this, even if you continue to see it corporeally, it will not fool you. Even though you handle dollar
bills, you will know that you are not dealing with corporeality which is limited: you are dealing with a
manifestation of supply which is infinite, and you will know that since I am I, it does not make any
difference to whom I give it, I still own it, I still have it. I cannot give it away because it cannot get outside
of the I that I am.
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The metaphysician who has not succeeded in the spiritual ministry, either in healing persons,
demonstrating supply, or bringing forth other kinds of fruitage, has failed because he has had an incorporeal
God called Spirit, and he was trying to make It manifest corporeally. And there is no corporeal creation! It
is we who entertain a corporeal sense of an incorporeal creation!
When this spiritual faculty was awaked in me, a very unhappy period in my life began because I was really
two person: the “old man” was not completely “dead” and the “new man” not fully in control, and so there
was a warfare between the two...I ended up as broke as anyone has ever been, for the simple reason that I
was trying to live in a corporeal sense of supply and at the same time demonstrate incorporeal supply, and
it cannot be done...It was only when I had no corporeal supply that at last I could say, “Well, now I am all
right. No I have nothing to come in conflict with.” Then the flow could begin the other way.
You must have supply when you have incorporeal supply, consciousness as the substance of form. Whose
consciousness? Mine! Yours! There is only one, only one consciousness. My consciousness, your
consciousness is the substance of this universe because God is our consciousness. This is the ultimate
truth. There is nothing left to teach. You cannot go beyond incorporeality. You cannot. You have to bring
forth incorporeality out of your consciousness, bring forth incorporeal man out of your own
consciousness, incorporeal body and incorporeal supply.

Signs Of Spiritual Progress

The less you react with fear to the sins and the diseases of the world, the greater the degree of spiritual
progress you have made and are making...In proportion as you understand that temporal power is not
power in the presence of God, there will be less and less reaction to the pictures of disease or accident
presented to you...If instead of reacting to these accounts [of lack of food and other necessities] with
horror or with pity, you can realize that lack of any kind is a universal belief because supply is spiritual
and, therefore omnipresent, you may help to lift those who are entertaining a material sense of supply out
of such hypnotism.
There is an infinity of supply, and this realization on your part is not only an indication of your own
spiritual progress, but also a help in removing lack and limitation universally. Through your meditation,
somewhere, somebody wakens to the truth that there is in reality no lack of supply. What there is is a
mistaken concept of supply.

The Only Goal Must Be Attaining Christ-consciousness

How long does it take a student to attain spiritual consciousness?..[not] until his goal is no longer that of
meeting his personal problems of health, supply, or happiness. He must no longer be preoccupied with
personal gain...I am not saying that anyone should neglect human situations or obligations, but these should
be secondary.

Receptivity To God's Grace, Essential
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Lack and limitation and every other ill that man seems heir to come about through our failure to keep our
consciousness active, alert, alive, and above all, receptive. All that is necessary, therefore to enjoy the
infinity of God’s supply without limitation is to recognize that supply is not material, and then to open
consciousness to receive it.
Let us never forget that when we open our ears and minds in receptivity, we are not going to God for
material supply–for money, automobiles, houses, or clothing: we are realizing that God grace is
“closer...than breathing, and nearer than hands and feet.” The ears are open to hear; the mind is open to
receive; and what we receive is the Spirit of God, the awareness and the feeling of the Presence. This is
God’s supply. When we receive This, It, in a way unknown to us, is translated in our human picture as
food, clothing, housing, money, or whatever form it is that the supply must take.
No thought of gain ever enters the spiritual teacher’s consciousness, because the spiritual teacher does not
go into this kind of ministry until he has demonstrated that he is living by God’s grace. Then when he has
demonstrated that, he can freely teach that the secret of supply is in giving, in pouring.
Since infinity is the measure of our supply and since nothing can be added to it, we must begin to pour; we
must start the outflow. In every department of life, we must constantly search...in what way we can pour.
The damming up of supply results from our failure to pour in some manner.
We have nothing to do with the way in which supply reaches us. All we have to do is to recognize that
God is Spirit, and therefore supply is spiritual.
Conscious Union With God
Making The Adjustment
Making The Adjustment

Supply: not I will be supplied with bread, but I am the bread.
Activity, The Divine Idea Unfolding

No one can give you anything that is not already part of your consciousness; supply
Why Does God Take Us Down To Egypt

Supply is guaranteed if you will take a stand and never take thought for your life.
Consciousness Is What I Am
Attaining A Measure Of Spiritual Consciousness
Spiritual Consciousness Recognizes Consciousness As Supply

The bread that you cast on the water is the bread that is going to come back as supply...You are entitled
only to no more out of life than what you put into life.
The subject of supply plays a major role in our lives. Until we begin to live as if we are one with the Father
and as if all that the Father has is ours, and act that our by sharing our resources, sharing forgiveness,
cooperation, understanding, patience, whatever it is, spiritual consciousness has not yet touched us.
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Christ-consciousness, The Fourth-dimensional Consciousness

Why has not everyone who followed the metaphysical movements done outstanding healing and teaching
work? The answer is that it is not possible except in proportion as a person attains that higher
Consciousness. We must admit that a great many students of metaphysics have not even tried to attain It.
As long as they could demonstrate good health, good supply, or good relationships, they were satisfied for
the few to become practitioners or teachers.

I know of no way in which we, through the practice of The Infinite Way, can demonstrate supply,
companionship, or a home. As a matter of fact, I sincerely believe that all such attempts would prove to be
a barrier to the demonstration of our harmony. Outside of God I cannot find abundance, companionship,
or home desirable. In fact, I cannot find life itself desirable outside of God.
No one can take our money away from us because our supply is not money: our money is our
consciousness of supply externalized. Those who lose it lose it for only one reason: they have not learned
that money is not something separate and apart from God...and if God is our consciousness, then our
money is part of our consciousness.

Instructing The Mind On Supply And Health

The truth is: I am supply. "I have meat to eat that ye know not of." If our mind knew this, we would not
have to be given instruction about supply; but the mind is ignorant of this truth until instruction is given
us. After we receive it, we keep the mind imbued with the truth that I am supply, I am the Way, I am the
meat, the wine, and the water. Tomorrow the temptation may come that we do not have enough, but our
answer must be, "Wait a minute; wait a minute! I am not judging by appearances. I am now judging by the
truth, and the truth is that I have meat the world knows not of."

No Separation In Consciousness

All competition arises from a sense of separation from God and from the belief that I am here, you are
there, and there is something out here that we both want. What difference does it make where I seem to be
or where you seem to be in time and space, or where our supply seems to be, since nothing has ever
escaped out of our consciousness because God constitutes our consciousness?
All the misery of humanhood arises from the belief that we are separate one from another, from our friends
and relatives, separate from our supply, our home, our employment, and our country. Every discord on
earth arises from the sense of separation.
Consciousness Transformed
An Idea Whose Time Has Come
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As humans we are enslaved by words. A word gets a grip on us, and then we are the victim of that word.
Among the words that have enslaved us are he, she, and it...But watch the difference when you can look
over the heads of all the he’s, she’s and it’s in the world and realize, “God is the source of my good. God is
the source of my supply. God is the cement of my relationships,” and instead of getting angry at he, she,
or it, get angry at ourselves for being enslaved by he, she, or it.

As rapidly as possible, stop rejoicing in your healings, or in your supplying, or in your happiness, and
rejoice in the source of them. Rejoice that Christ now lives your life.

Every time you think of health, whether for yourself or for someone else, you realize, “health is in spirit,
not in the body.” Then drop it. Do the same with supply.

If you can eliminate from your thought the idea of saving people’s lives, bringing them supply, or getting
them out of prison, and can realize: “Thy grace is my sufficiency, and I do not know what thy grace is,”
the miracles take place in your experience.

It is never necessary to demonstrate supply. It is only necessary to demonstrate our relationship to God
and to life and “all things are then added unto us.”
Consciousness Unfolding
God Is Individual Consciousness
God Is Individual Consciousness

Develop within yourself an attitude which recognizes that the dollar bill is not the reality of your supply.
For a while, every time you handle money, you will consciously need to remember that it is not supply,
but that it is the effect of Love; it is the effect of the presence of God appearing as your consciousness.
Love is the child’s sense of supply. Only as he grows out of this sense of love, will his sense of supply
change and become fifty cents, or a million dollars.
When we say, “Thank you, Father, I am,” we are showing forth our conviction that our supply does not
come from any human being, but that it comes from the Father.
Be Grateful That You Have Touched The Christ

I do not have to fear age, because my consciousness will forever be the infinite source of my supply–God,
individualized as my consciousness, will be the source and fount of my supply unto eternity.
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You do not have to be concerned about demonstrating anything after tonight. You do not have to take
thought, or give yourself a treatment for supply. From now on your treatment is: “I and the Father are one,
and all that the Father hath is mine!”

The Role Of Patience In Demonstration

It was in 1932 that I caught the vision that God is the only creative principle and that all these other ideas
about wrong thinking and sin, had nothing to do with healing or supply. But it was not until 1946 that I
published a book or went out to teach this truth.
God, The Substance Of All Form
Gaining The Consciousness Of Good
Nothing Can Be Added To Us; Nothing Can Be Taken From You

The secret of gaining health or of gaining supply is...in gaining the consciousness of health and the
consciousness of supply.
The secret of having anything is first attaining the consciousness of it. Why is that? Because consciousness
is God, and the moment you have the consciousness of a thing, consciousness creates it, whatever the “it”
may be–home, companionship, supply, employment, health, eternality, immortality.

The Leavening Influence Of Truth

The purpose of your study is so to lift consciousness that this sense of Omnipresence is attained. When
that is attained, healing work is done with a smile, not with strenuous thought-taking. Supply, wholeness,
completeness –everything comes with just a smile. It is a peculiar little smile, but it is God, and it knows
the nothingness of that which appears as a human being.
This way is not a method of demonstrating either supply or health, but is a way to demonstrate the
consciousness of the presence of God and let that Consciousness bring forth the supply and the health.
Living Between Two Worlds
Spiritual Supply
Opening The Doors Of Supply

At the mystical level of consciousness, thought must never be permitted to dwell on supply as if it were
something to be attained or even earned or deserved. Supply is the realization of I in the midst of us that
has come that we might have life and that we might have it more abundantly.
If I want to speak truthfully about supply, I must release any and all personal sense of ownership; I must
lose all sense of limitation by not claiming anything as mine.
Just inserting the word "your" or "my" [supply] brings about a limitation. The word "my" is used at the
beginning stages, but later, as consciousness unfolds, we realize that because of the universal nature of
truth, Self-completeness is the truth about all men.
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Supply is infinite, but there must be receptivity...We can have all the supply we will give. But that is
where the barrier is– the unwillingness to give. That is where the lack or limitation is.
Life More Abundant

You dare not go to God even for supply because you already have I, the Spirit of God, in the midst of you.
Living Now
Barriers To Spiritual Attainment
Losing Fear Of Effects

Power not in money but supply, money is an instrument or form of supply.
Across The Desk

Consciously realize health supply happiness and peace in God.
Living The Infinite Way
God As Law In Operation

Realize that you are a complete and perfect unit, consciously one with the Father, and all that the Father
has is finding an outlet, through you, to the world. Be satisfied to see that good flow to the sinner as well
as to the saint. Hold no one in bondage; set everyone free, and you will find your freedom in God, in
Christ. By recognizing God as the source of your life, of the qualities and activities of your body, the
source of your love and supply, even the source of your powers of forgiveness, you are sowing to the
Spirit. But remember that every time you entertain some faith or fear in the creature you are, in that degree,
denying the power of the Creator, and in that degree, you are sowing to the flesh.

Since God is omnipresent, all good is right where we are. To admit a lack is to deprive ourselves of the
abundance that is already ours, and by admitting the lack, we deprive ourselves even of the little that we
may have at hand. To acknowledge that we already have all that the Father has, whether or not it is visible
or immediately available at the moment, is to acknowledge the truth of “Son, thou art ever with me, and all
that I have is thine,” and that is enough to enable us immediately to start giving, spending, and serving, and
in that release the flow of supply would begin.
When we receive a check, we may think that that is a demonstration of supply. The check, however, is not
our demonstration at all, but the demonstration of the one who sent it. He is the one who has demonstrated
supply or he could not have given it.

God is good power. Can God then withold help, supply, or peace from anyone? No, but you and I can
block it by bringing in the words “I,” “Me,” and “you.” “I” may not be deserving, or “I” may now be
ready or have enough understanding, but it is not dependent upon my understanding.
Man Was Not Born to Cry
Breaking The Bonds Of Humanhood
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The Infinite And Omnipresent Nature Of Supply

[Supply] cannot begin until we acknowledge that God has nothing left to give us, that God has implanted
in our consciousness the fullness of the Godhead bodily, and now we must turn within and draw it forth,
let it flow.
There is no supply out here at all. All supply is embodied within our consciousness...Supply is infinite.
We can never increase it; it is already all that the Father has.
God Appears As The Fulfillment Of The Need Of The Moment

The idea is to take no thought for the form of supply, for the form of demonstration, but rather take
thought for the substance.
Our Spiritual Resources
Dominion Over Mind, Body, And Purse
The Principle Of Supply

Supply is never supply until it is ours forever and forever in infinite abundance–a sufficiency with twelve
baskets left over to share.
The Ultimate Solution Will Be Found In Spiritual Power

We can let spiritual power govern our body, health, and supply by not trying to use it, by relaxing every
effort of our mind, learning to be still and letting spiritual power be the power.
Across The Desk

...a crucifixion of the physical sense of body, a crucifixion of the material sense of supply, a crucifixion of
the human sense of relationships...
Across The Desk

We cannot meet a problem on the level of the problem: that is, we cannot attain health by overcoming
disease; we cannot have abundance by increasing our supply of dollars; we cannot attain companionship
by friendships or marriage.

Applying The Principle Of Nonpower

The negative powers of sin, disease, unhappiness, the lack of supply or peace–these are not powers, and
they operate as powers only as long as we individually, and the world collectively, can be made to fight
them–to argue against them or to seek a power to destroy them.

The Activity Of Truth In Consciousness Is The Secret Of Harmony

If you have a consciousness of God as supply and a consciousness of God as the source of all beauty,
intelligence, wisdom, guidance, and protection, that is all you will ever need.
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To try to get the supply of anything out here is futile because there is nothing out here except time and
space.
You are not dependent upon a government, upon a husband, a wife, or a job, even though at this present
time, one of these might seem to be the source of your supply. Therefore, do not cast these aside, but
begin right now to break your dependence on them by understanding that you have within you the source
of your good.
Realization Of Oneness
Unconditioned Infinity
Mind Is Not A Creative Agency

Bring supply out of the Unmanifested.
Grace as supply assumes any form worth sharing.
The Art Of Meditation
Meditation: The Experience
The Silver Is Mine

“Except the Lord build the house,” unless God is understood to be the source of our supply, there is no
permanent supply. This “house” is our individual consciousness. Then this consciousness is unenlightened
human consciousness, it is barren; it lacks the spiritual substance from which supply flows.
His infinite understanding becomes our understanding. His infinite love becomes our love. God’s blessings
are not ours because you are you or I am I. They are God’s blessings unto God–God’s blessings flowing
unto Its own Self as the Son, the Father bestowing His all as the Son. It is the Father giving, the Son
receiving, and yet one, only one–Father and Son. In oneness, in conscious union with God is our strength;
in conscious union with God is our supply; in conscious union with God is our peace, joy, power,
dominion, and our every blessing.
Life becomes entirely different once we have caught the vision of the great truth that the Word, which
proceedeth out of the mouth of God, is the substance of our life...We begin to see that that which is
outward and tangible is but the effect of that which is invisible. We shall never again judge our supply by
how many dollars we possess, but by how much of God we realize.

Illumination, Communion, And Union

Eventually, a transitional point is reached in which a radical change takes place. We no longer live our own
life; Christ lives our life for us and through us; we become nothing more no less than an instrument for this
divine Activity; we have no will of our own; we have no desires of our own; we go when and where we are
sent; we have no supply of our own; we do not even have health of our own. God is living Its life as us.

The Indissoluble Union
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All supply is in and of God. When we spend, therefore, let us spend as if it were God’s abundance and not
ours that we are using. Then we shall find that we do not have less–instead there will be twelve baskets full
left over. This was the principle the Master was illustrating when he multiplied the loaves and fishes.
The Art Of Spiritual Healing
Spiritual Healing: The Practice
A New Concept Of Supply

Give in the realization that it is not what you get that is your supply: It is what you give.
Until it becomes clear to us that God constitutes individual being, you...will always be seeking supply and
security.
Your knowing the truth of the infinite nature of supply will set your patient free from the belief in lack.
The Contemplative Life
Beginning The Contemplative Life
Your Givingness Of Yourself Brings The Givingness Of The Universe To You

There is no way for one person to demonstrate supply for another because everyone, everywhere, has all
that the Father has–infinity–and to try to get something out here, when there is nothing out here but space,
is folly

The Transcendental Consciousness Brings A Release From Concern For Persons Or Things

When I am consciously one with God, I am instantaneously one with all the good necessary for my
experience. Therefore, I must stop taking thought about my supply, my health, or my home. I must stop
taking anxious thought or concern for the things of this world, and I must make every effort to abide
consciously in my oneness with God.

Dealing With Daily Problems

The only demonstration of supply you can make is the demonstration of conscious oneness with God.
Gratitude As An Evidence Of Receptivity

My many years on this path have demonstrated to my satisfaction that our supply is in direct proportion
to our receptivity, that is, to the degree of gratitude that we express in the form of bread placed upon the
waters as benevolence, forgiveness or praying for our enemies because then we are expressing spiritual
principles.
[Supply] is not something that comes to us: it is something that goes out from us and then returns.
The Spiritual Christmas
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According to St. Luke, the Christ was born in a manger because ‘there was no room for them in the inn.”
Esoterically, the meaning of this is that the human consciousness which is the place of enjoyment, comfort,
and revelry, never has room for the Christ. When there is a sufficiency of supply, health, and the comforts
of home life, rarely is there room in that consciousness for the Christ.
The Infinite Way
Supply
(supply)

Do not consider the things of the outer realm as supply.
No limit to the conscious awareness of the action of law [of supply] ...no limit to your supply in all its
forms.
Remember we do not need anything because we are the law of supply in action.
There is no such thing as a supply of money: [money is] the effect of supply.
Your supply in all its forms is spiritual, infinite, and ever-present.
The Infinite Way Letters 1955
The Invisible Nature Of Your Live
The Invisible Nature Of Your Life

The dollars in the purse are not supply: these are only the forms which supply assumes in your experience
for your use.
The Infinite Way Letters 1956
God Is The Soul Of Man
Part One

Miracles occur once you realize that safety, security, supply, and health are not dependent upon shelters,
investments, or body...All good is in your Soul, and is reflected in the mind and body.
Love

Spiritual love finds outlet through the pure in heart–those who have learned that God alone is
supply...their fortress and high tower; their husband, wife, or companion.
The Bridge Over Which We Travel

The Infinite Way is a restatement of the eternal truth that within you...is an invisible Source of life,
protection, supply, peace, harmony, and love.
The Infinite Way Letters 1957
August: Your Names Are Writ In Heaven
Your Names Are Writ In Heaven

I is the source of all supply. I is not someone who gets supply; I is the very source and multiplier of
supply. Therefore, I embody supply...Supply does not come to me; it flows out from me.
Supply

It is that deep peace, that stillness within, that becomes evident as supply in your experience.
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Only One Demonstration Is Necessary

The old creature which is always in need of health, supply, or companionship will never die while we are
feeding its desires.
July: Supply

Our consciousness of God is our true supply.
The Infinite Way Letters 1958
June: Security Through God-realization
Mind Is An Instrument

If you have a God who is infinite intelligence, trust It, first of all, to know your needs, and secondly, to
have the power to supply your needs.
The World Becomes Tangible Experience

...Acknowledging God continuously: God as the source of your food, God as the source of your
intelligence, God as the source of your spiritual strength, God as the infinity of your supply.
The Infinite Way Letters 1959
June: Specific Truth For Treatment
Across The Desk

Do not be too concerned if secretly you want better health, greater peace, or more supply, but admit it and
then turn within for a purification of your desires and for greater devotion to the effort of attaining God’s
grace.

All Good Is Embodied In The I Of Individual Being

Supply is as spiritual as loyalty, morality, or honesty, because supply is Spirit.
The Object Of Healing Is The Transformation Of Consciousness

Always remember that we are not healers of the body. Our work changes the consciousness of an
individual, and that changed consciousness appears outwardly as harmony, health, supply,
companionship, or whatever the need may be.
The Letters '32-'46
Business
(business)

Separating supply from Mind/Consciousness causes appearance of lack.
(spiritual Healing)

We cannot receive supply and gratitude because these are omnipresent.
Supply

Consciousness is channel of supply and Supply itself.
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Drop all dependence on persons, positions, or investments for supply.
Substance is omnipresent and there is no place or time where supply is not.
The Mystical I
I Am Come
The Birthless And Deathless I

"I am come that they might have life, and that they might have it more abundantly." If you remember that
that passage refers to I in the midst of you, never again will you fear for your life, for your supply, for
your happiness, or for your security. It is to this I that is in the midst of you that you must always look,
and to no other.

Seek The Reality And Not The Shadow

I dare not pray for supply because any supply separate and apart from God would not be supply at all: it
would be a shadow: it would be an image: it would be something false, certainly nothing to rely upon. But
as I confine my prayer to this realization of God's presence, of God's grace, It appears tangibly and
outwardly in the form necessary...Always the realized Presence appears as the form necessary to the
fulfillment of that moment.

I Is Supply

The problem cannot be lack, because the world is full of abundance. The lack is in personalizing supply, in
thinking that you do not have it. As long as you personalize in that way and set up a selfhood apart from
God, you will not have supply. But when you realize that "the earth is the Lord's, and the fulness thereof"
and "Son...all that I have is thine," you are impersonalizing.
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